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1. Introduction

The present paper investigates discourse functions of coordination in Old Russian (OR), specifically, narrative functions of the coordinating conjunctions *i* and *a* in seventeenth century Russian. These conjunctions are actively employed in the so-called "chain-linking" construction (*cepochnoe nanizyvanie*) (Morozova 1983:105; Bruker 1990), which refers to the stringing together of clauses or sentences with the help of free use of the coordinating conjunctions, such as *a*, *i*, *že*, or *da*. Morozova (1983:109) notes that chain-linking construction is characteristic of pre-modern Russian monuments of various genres from the eleventh to the seventeenth century and is constrained by context and content more than by the genre of the text. Thus, this construction is attested not only in the description of events, but in the formulation of law, and allegedly the semantics of the text are not altered when we replace one chain-linking conjunction with another (ibid.). It is claimed that the choice depends on the writer's taste and stylistic color: *a* and *da*, for instance, tend to be attested in a relatively colloquial style, whereas *i* and *že* tend to be employed in literary and narrative texts (ibid.). The previous studies, however, do not define or characterize the chain-linking conjunctions based on OR syntactic structure. Furthermore, although chain-linking conjunctions may not indeed alter the semantics of the text, they are not randomly chose in a given text. In this paper, I shall attempt to define the level of syntactic structure on which the chain-linking conjunction functions and discuss discourse-functional
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motivation of the chain-linking conjunctions *i* and *a* in narrative texts.

The inconsistent punctuation or the formal ambiguity in graphic codification in OR makes the division of a text into sentences -- one of the most basic formal units in linguistic analysis -- a subjective matter. In what follows, first, I shall introduce the difficulties one encounters in segmenting a stream of discourse into the basic syntactic units due to the polyvalence of the coordinating conjunctions (section 2), and then I shall propose some distinctive discourse functions of the chain-linking conjunctions *i* and *a* in narrative discourse (section 3). Subsequently, a brief summary of the main points will follow (section 4). My analysis here, however, is not exhaustive, but only suggestive and awaits further in-depth investigation of the given topic.

2. Ambiguities in OR Syntactic Structure

With respect to seventeenth-century administrative Russian, Pennington (1980:340) notes that it is characterized by the hybrid linking of clauses and polyvalence of certain conjunctions. These syntactic features generally hold for texts of other genres and other periods of OR. Furthermore, due to this free and seemingly unconstrained use of coordinating conjunctions, non-finite verb forms can be frequently construed as finite verb forms and consequently as leading an independent sentence. Refer to the following example:

(1) *I(1) egda soversil keleicu pomoččiju Kristovoju, i(2) pokryl, i(3) stenki vytesal, i(4) opěčč zdelal, i(5) obraz vci’jašjoj medjačoj pečistijja bogorodicy so Isus Kristom vnies, i(6) postavil na beloj stenke, i(7) pomoljasja emu svetu Kristu, i(8) bogorodice-svetu, i(9) rekox ko obrazu sice <Nu, svet moj Xristos i bogorodica, xraní obraz svoj i kelejcu moju i tvoju!> (E 290v)
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Virgin Mary the Light, [Ø-[9]] I said to the image thus: <Well, my Light Christ and Virgin Mary, preserve your image, and my and your cell!>'

While the subordination invariably holds on the inter-clausal level, the coordination can be (i) inter-phrasal, (ii) inter-clausal, or (iii) inter-sentential, which are not always unambiguously delineated. The above example consists of two clauses, which are conjoined by the subordinating conjunction *egda* on the one hand, and the coordinating conjunction *i(7)* on the other. The conjunction *i(7)* seems to be redundant with no clear syntactic function of its own. Likewise, *i(9)* is a redundant conjunction linking a gerund and a main verb unless we construe the gerund as a morphological replacement of a finite verb. Coordination by the conjunction *i(i)* serves as a conjunction linking the sentence (1) with the preceding discourse. The rest of the coordinating conjunctions in (1) conjoin equal syntagmas on the phrasal level: *i(2), i(3), i(4), i(5), i(6)* conjoin VPs, whereas *i(8)* conjoins NPs. Thus, the coordination in OR is polyvalent operating at various levels and can be occasionally superfluous with no apparent syntactic function.

The difficulty of differentiating finite from non-finite verb forms due to the free use of the coordinating conjunction can be exemplified by (2) and (3) below. When a gerund and a finite verb are linked by a coordinating conjunction as if they were equal syntagmas, either the non-finite verb forms can be construed as finite, with the given conjunctions linking equal syntagmas; or the coordinating conjunctions can be construed as syntactically redundant conjunctions; or the non-finite verb forms can be rendered as in between finite independent verbs and non-finite subordinate verbs, with the given conjunctions being in between a coordinating conjunction and a syntactically redundant or dysfunctional conjunction.3

(2) *Ona že prišedši i ukosne v domu eja do nošiči.* (M 14)

‘Having come, [Ø] she tarried at her house until night.’
And the Virgin Mary came out from the image like a pure maiden girl and, bending her face toward me, [0] tortures in her hands the devil who tortured me.'

The dative absolute, as illustrated in (4) below, can be considered as an independent sentence, that is, substitute for a finite verb clause, if we construe the conjunction as the conjunction linking equal syntagmas; or we may construe as a syntactically redundant conjunction and retain the dative absolute as a subordinate sub-clause based on the general assumption; or the dative absolute can be construed as indeterminate between an independent sentence and a fully integrated subordinate clause, that is, as a weak subordination.4

(4) Izudščim im gostej. I se vo vtoroj čas nošči otvorišaja vrata bolšija.
(M 14)

'And while they are waiting for the guests, behold, in the second hour in the morning the big gates opened.'

'And they were waiting for the guests and, behold, in the second hour in the morning the big gates opened.'

Thus, as we have noted above, the free, seemingly unconstrained and unmotivated use of the coordinating conjunctions aggravates the ambiguities in OR syntactic structure.

Although the phrase-level coordinating conjunction seems to be syntactically and semantically more tightly constrained than inter-clausal and inter-sentential conjunctions, which are difficult to delineate and identify in OR text artifacts, it is not always unambiguously clear to identify VP coordination, since in OR an anaphoric pronoun topic (subject) can be easily omitted if it is a continuos topic from the immediately preceding clause or sentence. Thus, for instance, VP coordination by means of the conjunction can be indeterminate among VP coordination, inter-clausal coordination, and inter-sentential coordination. Let us consider the following examples:
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(5) On [=bes] že i ožive, i(1) vostal na nogi svoi, jako p'jan. I(2) reče mi bes sice [...]. (E 235v)
"He [the devil] revived and[1] stood on feet as if he were drunk. And[2] the devil said to me like this [...]."

(6) Ona že sedši i(1) [Ø-onal] stul bliz sebe položi. I(2) [Ø-onal] vezena byst' mimo čudov pod carskija perexody. (M 20-20v)
"Having sat down, [0-[1]] she put the stool beside herself. And[2] she was brought past čudov near the Tsar's Passages."

I(1) in example (5) can be construed as VP coordination, inter-clausal, or inter-sentential coordination, and yet VP coordination seems to be preferable, considering the close semantic connection between the two verbs, ožive and vostal, in the given context. In contrast, i(2) can be best construed as inter-sentential coordination: inasmuch as on and bes are coreferential, the redundant bes instead of zero anaphora shows that the two sentences are not well integrated syntactically. (6) illustrates two problematic usages of i. I(1) does not conjoin equal syntagmas, and this usage is very frequent in the corpus, as noted above. I(1) can be interpreted in three alternative ways: (i) the construal of the non-finite verb form sedši as finite, in which case i(1) is indeterminate among an VP coordinating conjunction, an inter-clausal coordinating conjunction, and an inter-sentential coordinating conjunction; (ii) the construal of i(1) as a syntactically redundant conjunction linking a gerund and a main clause; or (iii) the construal of sedši as in between an independent finite verb form and a fully dependent gerund, in which case, i(1) is left indeterminate. I(2) is also ambiguous among VP coordination, inter-clausal, and inter-sentential coordination, and yet inter-sentential coordination seems to be preferable due to the temporal gap between the event preceding and that following i(2). In sum, the coordinating conjunction i is ambiguous and indeterminate in terms of the syntactic identity of the syntagmas it conjoins.

The conjunction a can be inter-phrasal, inter-clausal, or inter-sentential. Inter-phrasal conjunction a linking NPs is illustrated in (7):
(7) I kak skončalisa otec moj i mati moja, i az, grešnyj, idox vo grad nekij, zelo velik i mnogoljuden, a grad blagočestivoj, xristianskoj a prebyx v n nem sedm let. (E 285v-286)
'And when my father and mother passed away, I, a sinner, went to a big, populous but pious Christian town and stayed there for seven years.'

The conjunction *a* linking VPs is usually indeterminate among inter-phrasal, inter-clausal, and inter-sentential conjunction. (8) illustartes this.

(8) On muku velikuju terpel, a ne predal (M 41)
'He endured the great torture, but didn't betray the martyrs.'

The conjunction *a* in (8) can be inter-phrasal or inter-clausal, and yet due to the close semantic relationship between the parts preceding and following the conjunction as well as the absence of a lengthy complement in the second part, *a* can hardly be construed as a inter-sentential conjunction. The inter-clausal *a* is shown in (9):

9) I egda šel putem, naskočil na menja on že pakí so dvema malymi piščalmi i, bliz menja byv, zapalil i pistoli, i božieju voleju na polke porox pyxnul, a piščal' ne streliša. (A 199v)
'And when I was on the way he leaped out at me again with two pistols, and being close to me he fired one, and by God's will the powder flared in the pan, but the pistol didn't shoot.'

The conjunction *a* in (9) cannot be interpreted as leading a sentence, since *božieju voleju* 'by God's will' in the preceding part is related to the clause led by the given conjunction.

Although in general the inter-sentential coordination is not always delineated from the inter-clausal or inter-VP coordination, the inter-sentential *a* is semantically more independent of the immediately preceding discourse than the inter-clausal *a*. This inter-sentential *a* usually
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presents a new topic for the upcoming discourse. Some examples follow:

(10) A živja ja v pustyne, spodobil mja bog pitatisja ot rukodelija.
(Ε 296)
'And as I was living in the desert, God deigned me to feed myself by means of handicraft.'

(11) A egda v popax byl, togda imel u sebja dejej duxovnych mnogo,--po se vremja so s pjat' ili s šest' budet. (A 197v)
'And when I was a priest, I had many spiritual children--up to now it would be about five or six hundred.'

(12) A otec Avvakum, istinnyj učenik Xristov, poneže stražet za zakon vladyki svoego i sego radi xotjaščim bogu ugoditi dovoljte ego učenija poslušati. (M 6v-7)
'And Father Avvakum, Christ's true disciple, because he suffers for the sake of the law of his sovereign, suffice it for those who want to please God to listen to his teachings.'

Thus, it is not easy to define and identify the syntactic status of the conjuncts linked by the coordinating conjunctions due to their polyvalence. In this paper, I define the chain-linking conjunction as operating primarily on the inter-sentential level, where the writer's choice among available conjunctions is constrained to a greater extent by the global discourse organization, rather than by the local-level semantic constraints. Due to the lack of a clear analytical tool for delimiting the sentential coordination from VP and clausal coordination, however, my judgment in adducing chain-linking conjunctions below is not always unchallengeable, and yet I shall try to deal with less ambiguous cases.

3. Narrative Functions of the Chain-Linking Conjunctions

i and a

The chain-linking conjunction i is widely distributed in the corpus and
chains temporally sequential events. Here, the event or action is foregrounded rather than the participant or setting, which is demonstrated by the frequent VS element order or a zero anaphoric subject. VS element order has been associated with topicless sentence in Functional Sentence Perspective studies and in OR, the zero anaphoric subject/topic is the unmarked choice when the subject/topic is continuous from the immediately preceding discourse or from a more distant global topic in the previous discourse. Hence, the conjunction \( i \) downplays the switch reference of the subject or participant topic by word-order inversion or zero anaphoric subject. This conjunction usually focuses on the swift narrative advancement on the temporal plane from holistic and event-oriented point of view. The event tend to be narrated from outer and detached perspective and the reader usually gets the impression that one event occurred immediately after another with no significant break in time. Thus, the conjunction \( i \) imparts to the narrative a sense of continuity and accelerates the narrative. Refer to the following examples:

\[(13) \quad \text{I poslasa\textsuperscript{3} mene starec v tu kel'ju \citi ide\x9a\citi bes \x96 \text{az \x96 gre\x96noyi, starcu rekox sice [...]} \quad \text{I re\x9ce mi starec [...] (E 289)}\]

‘And the Elder sent me to live in the cell where a devil lives. I, a sinner, said to the Elder like this [...] And the Elder said to me [...]’

\[(14) \quad \text{Brat \x96 Glebov, Boris Ivanovi\textsuperscript{\text{c}}}// \text{Morozov, velmi ljublja\x9a snoxu svoju duxovnoju ljuboviju, siju Feodosiju. Egda [\text{\O}]} \text{ubu prixo\x9d\x9a\x9e k nemu v dom, togda on sam sreta\x9a\x9e ju ljubezne i glagola\x9a: “Priidi, drug moj duxovnoj, poidi, radost’ moja du\x9evnaja”\x9a. I(1) [\text{\O\text{-j}}] sedja\x9a\x9e na mnog \x9a\x9a, besedovaxu duxovnja slovesa. I(2)[\text{\O} i] provo\x9d\x9a\x9a\x9c ju, glagola\x9a: “Dnes’ nasladixsja pa\x9e meda i sota sloves tvoix duxepoleznix”. I(3) [\text{\O}] mala leta po\x9d\x9a, osta vdovoju, imu\x9a\x9c s soboju sirotoju syna svoego Ivanna. (M 1v\text{-2)}\]

‘Gleb’s brother, Boris Ivanovi\text{c}’ Morozov, loved his daughter-in-law, Feodosija, with a spiritual love. Thus, when she came to his house, he would meet her cordially in person and say: “Come, my spiritual friend, come, my spiritual joy.” And[1] they, sitting for many hours, conversed in spiritual words. And[2] seeing her off, he would say: “Today I took
delight in your edifying words more than in honey or in honeycomb".

And[3] having lived some time with her husband, she [Feodosija] was left as a widow, having with her her son Ivan, now an orphan.

In example (13), the conjunction *i* is accompanied by VS order; in example (14), the conjunction *i* is followed by zero anaphora and is governed by the episode-level topic--i.e., *Boris Ivanović* (i[2])--or by the more global discourse topic--i.e., *Feodosija* (i[3])--or by both (i[1]). Thus, after the conjunction *i*, the switch reference of the topic is downplayed and the event or action is more foregrounded.\(^6\)

The chain-linking conjunction *a* has a commentative function and underscores the writer's evaluative attitude or the background events or situations. It provides the narrative with the sense of discontinuity and usually slows down the narrative speed.

\[(15)\] *A(1) kak priexal v Enisejskoj, drugoj ukaz prisel: veleno v Daury vesti--dvatcet' tysjačě i bolši budet ot Moskvy. I otdali menja Afonas'ju Paškovu v polk--ljuděj s nim bylo 6 sotčelovek: i grox rudi moix surov čelovek: besprestanno ljuděj žët, i mačit, i b'jet. I ja evo mnogo ugovarival, da i sam v ruki popal. // A(2) s Moskvy ot Nikona prikazano emu mačit' menja. (A 210v-211)*

'But(1) when I came to Yeniseisk another decree arrived; it ordered us to carry on into Daurija--this would be more than twenty thousand verstas from Moscow. And they handed me over into the troop of Afanasij Paškov; the people there with him numbered six hundred. As a reward for my sins he was a harsh man; he burned and tortured and flogged people all the time. And I had often tried to bring him to reason and here I had fallen into his hands myself. And(2) from Moscow, he had orders from Nikon to afflict me.'

The conjunction *a(1)* in front of *kak* in example (15) underscores the new temporal background for the following sequence of events, while *a(2)* stresses the narrator's background explanation outside of the main story line. Another example follows:'
I некогда, послев равли моего, с великою боюзию возлег опочинуть, молилася прилежно божородице, и аще сведося в сон я отвориша сенна двери, а в келейке стало светло в полуночке: и паки келейни двери отвориша, и внидоша в келию ко мне два бesa и поглядели на меня, и в скоре вспятъ возвратилось келли и келию мою затворили, и не вестъ ками исчезоша. Аз же помышляя, чесо ради бesy не давили мне и не муцили и смотря по келейке моей туды и сюды. А в келии светло. А я лежа на львом боку. Я взрея на правую руку, и на месте моей лежит образ волъясной меджаной пречистыя богородицы. Аз же, грешный, левую рукою хотел его взять, а нуть. А в келии стало темно, а икона стоит на стене по старому, а сердце моё наполнено великою радости и усевлия Христова. Аз же прославив о сем Христа и богородицу. И от того часа близ года не видал ни слышал бесов ни в сон ни на живе. (E 292v-293)
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(17) I skorbixom, dušu razdeljajušče. Umiloserdisja ž gospod’ i pridoxom pakl v temniču v polunoščenem vremja. Mati že tščesja skoro oditi. I vsem im stojajočim mati poučave i nakazuješi. A soveršeno ne vem vino nakazanija, no eže slysax, to i povestjuj. (M 42v)

'We grieved sharing our spirit. God had mercy on us and we came to the dungeon again at midnight. Mother tried to leave quickly. And while they all were standing Mother was admonishing them, instructing them. And I don’t know the reason of the instruction, but what I have heard I will narrate.'

Thus, unlike the conjunction *i*, which is employed for more or less neutral and detached narration of sequential events on the temporal plane, the conjunction *a* marks the narrator’s involved stance and inner perspective and focuses more on the ancillary description essential for the main story line and the narrator’s evaluative remarks.

Polanyi (1979:209) postulates three kinds of information structure in narrative discourse: (i) event or narrative structure, (ii) descriptive structure, and (iii) evaluative structure. The event or narrative structure provides a temporal context, and time advances whenever an event takes place; the descriptive structure provides environmental or character-centered information, that is, materials indispensable for understanding what significance those events might have for the world created by the story; and the evaluative structure tells the audience what the narrator feels is crucial information in the story he is telling, without which the audience has only a mass of detail and no way of understanding what the story is really about (ibid.).

The conjunction *i* is mainly utilized for an event or narrative information structure forming the main skeleton or backbone of the story from a holistic point of view and detached stance, and can be simply glossed as one event occurred after another, and stresses on the iconicity of the sequence of the narrated events and the sequence of events in the real world. The conjunction *a*, by contrast, is predominantly utilized for a descriptive or an evaluative information structure, i.e., the description of the
background situations necessary for understanding the main on-line events in the story world or "the narrated" or provides evaluative commentary of the narrator belonging to the world of "the narrating" from a more involved stance. The choice of a conjunction, however, does not so much determine the information structure as it reveals the narrator’s subjective construal or evaluation of the information conveyed in the narrative.

Aside from the three different kinds of information structure conveyed by these discourse-level conjunctions, there are other discourse functions performed by these conjunctions, namely, "discourse grounding" and "narrative speed." While the information structure in discourse is relevant to "what" is to be conveyed by the author, the other two discourse functions concern the authorial discourse strategy of "how" to package the information. The conjunction $i$ foregrounds a sequence of backbone events and the conjunction $a$ backgrounds the discourse by pausing to make evaluative comments or describe ancillary situations or events extraneous to in-sequence events.

Furthermore, by using different discourse-level conjunctions, the narrative speed is also manipulated: the conjunction $i$ speeds up the narrative, presenting a sequence of events as having no significant break in time between them, by downplaying topic shift via VS element order and by focusing on the topic continuity via zero anaphora, whereas the conjunction $a$ slows down the sequential event line by presenting ancillary background description or evaluation.

4. Summary

To summarize, I defined the chain-linking conjunction as serving primarily on the inter-sentential level, although it is not always unambiguous to identify the syntactic status of the conjuncts linked by coordinating conjunctions. In this preliminary analysis of the chain-linking conjunctions $i$ and $a$, I attempted to identify their discourse functions in terms of the information structure and the discourse strategies used to
convey the information, i.e., discourse grounding and narrative speed. The conjunction *i* is most frequently employed for event structure, whereas the conjunction *a* is employed for descriptive, as well as evaluative information structure. The conjunction *i* foregrounds sequential backbone events from outer and more detached perspective, accelerating the narrative speed, whereas the conjunction *a* backgrounds main on-line events and provides inner and more involved perspective, slowing down the narrative speed. The findings of this preliminary study may further suggest that seemingly redundant or illegitimate coordinating conjunctions in OR in syntactic terms can be reinterpreted as discourse-functionally motivated.

Notes

1. The corpus of this paper consists of the lives of three well-known Old Believers in the late seventeenth century, namely, the Archpriest Avvakum (A), the Monk Epifanij (E), and Bojarynja Morozova (M). For A and E, I used Robinson's (1963) edition, and for M, I used Mazunin's (1979) edition. The translation I provide in this paper is based on Brostrom (1979) for A, and for the other two texts, I provide my own translation.

2. The punctuations in the examples adduced are primarily based on the subjective judgements of the editors of the texts used in the corpus of this study.

3. Lakoff's (1984:487) claim that subordination (hypotaxis) and coordination (parataxis) are not to be understood in terms of dichotomy but as a continuum may be applied to OR conjunctions.

4. See Worth (1994) for a formal taxonomy of dative absolute and narrative functions of the dative absolute.

5. This is an incorrect aorist: third-person plural aorist is used for third-person singular subject.

6. In the corpus, VS element order after a chain-linking *i* is more frequent in M and E than in A. To put it another way, the downplay of
the participant, as well as the focus on a sequence of events is the function of the conjunction *i* in M and E, while in A the same conjunction merely chains narrated events, neither triggering VS element order, nor providing an event-oriented or holistic point of view, as we see in following example.

*U vdvovy načal'nik otnjal dočer', i(1) az molix ego, da že sirotinu vozvratit k materi; i(2) on, prezrev molenie naše, i(3) vozdvig na reja burju, i(4) u cerkvi, prišed sonmom, do smerti menja zadavili. i(5) az leža mertv polčasa i bošu, i(6) paki ožive božim manovenjem. i(7) on, ustrašasja, otsuplja mne devicy. (A 199)*

'An official carried off a widow’s daughter, and(1) I besought him that he should return the orphan to her mother. And(2) having scorned our entreaty and(3) having raised up a storm against me, and(4) having come in a multitude, they trampled me to death near the church. And(5) I lying as dead for more than half an hour, [0-(6)] returned to life with a sign from God. And(7) being terrified he yielded up the young woman to me.'

No inversion of element order is involved after *i*(1), *i*(2), *i*(5), and *i*(7). Usually the subjects (topics) after these conjunctions should be followed by the topic marker *še*, since they are shifted topics. *i*(3) and *i*(4) conjoin equal syntagmas, that is, past gerunds, while *i*(6) is a dysfunctional conjunction connecting a present gerund with a finite verb unless the present gerund is identified as a finite verb or as a particle meaning 'again.'

7. The narrative speed I discuss here is to be differentiated from the same term employed elsewhere. Usually the narrative speed is defined as the relationship between the duration of the narrated, i.e., the approximate time the events recounted go on or are thought to go on, and the length of the narrative in words, lines, or pages, etc. (Prince 1982:55). Here, however, the narrative speed is the narrative–internal, relatively and subjectively perceived sense of text speed.
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국문요약

고대 러시아어에서의 동위접속사의 담화기능

송 은 지

본 논문은 고대 러시아어의 이야기체 담화에서 가장 자주 사용되는 동위접속사 가운데 접속사와의 담화기능을 살펴본 것으로 표면적으로 양여적이라 여겨지는 동위접속사가 사실상 이야기체 담화의 형성에 필수적인 역할을 수행함을 보임으로써 기존의 연구가 통사적 측면에서 이들 접속사를 단지 주변적으로 다루는 것에 대해 반론을 제시하고자 하였다. 우선, 본 논문에서는 구두 점이 체계적이지 않은 고대 러시아어에서 문장단위를 파악하기 불가능하고 접속사가 연결하는 통사단위를 밝히기 쉽지 않음을 보인 뒤, 문장과 문장을 연결한다고 볼 수 있는 가능성 있는 동위접속사와의 주된 논의의 대상으로 삼았다. 정보구조 측면에서 접속사와의 연결은 사전구조, 즉 시간적 순서에 따라 이야기의 전개 혹은 주된 풀絡를 형성하는 반면, 접속사와의 연결은 배경이나 상황묘사의 정보나 서술자의 평가적인 테두리나 정보를 전달하는데 사용된다. 또한, 접속사와의 연결은 주어 혹은 화제의 생략이나 도처로서 사건을 주립적이고 총체적인 시각에서 전달하고 서술에 속도감을 부여하여 증폭적인 일반의 사건들을 절정화시키는 반면, 접속사와의 연결은 보다 내적이고 주관적인 관점에서 서술속도를 지연시키고 담화를 배경화시킨다.